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Abstract: Soil salinization in irrigated croplands is a key factor in soil degradation and directly affects
plant growth and soil hydrological processes such as evaporation and infiltration. In order to support
the development of appropriate irrigation strategies, it is important to understand the impact of
salt crusts that form during evaporation from saline soils on water flow. The determination of the
effective hydraulic properties of salt crusts that control evaporation is still a challenge due to the
lack of suitable measurement techniques. In this study, we propose an approach using gas flow to
determine the permeability of salt crusts obtained from evaporation of unsaturated saline solutions
of three different salt types and investigate the impact of the crust permeability on evaporation.
For this, sand columns saturated with initial solutions of sodium chloride (NaCl), magnesium sulfate
(MgSO4), and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) at concentrations corresponding to 33% of the solubility
limit were prepared and allowed to evaporate in order to induce crust formation. The results
demonstrated that the intrinsic permeability of the dry salt crusts was similar for the different types
of salts (≈4× 10−12 m2), whereas the evaporation of the prepared columns differed significantly.
We conclude that the intrinsic crust permeability only partly explains the impact of the crust on
evaporation. Other effective crust properties such as porosity or unsaturated hydraulic properties
may provide additional information on how evaporation is affected by salt crust formation.
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1. Introduction

Soil salinization is one of the key factors controlling soil degradation [1], especially in arid and
semi-arid areas. Unsustainable agricultural and farming practices have already caused problematic
salinization of more than 20% of irrigated land [2]. Furthermore, about 40% of agricultural production
is produced on irrigated land [3], which illustrates the potential threat of salinization for food supply.
At the same time, irrigation water of sufficient quality (i.e., low salinity) is becoming less available in
many parts of the world. A high solute content in soil water has a negative impact on root water uptake,
photosynthesis, and plant growth [4], which leads to reduced crop yields for many crops [5]. A key
factor determining soil salinization is evaporation [6]. When water evaporates from the soil, dissolved
salt ions that are incapable of crossing the liquid-gas interface accumulate at the soil surface [7].
When the solubility limit is reached, salt precipitates in the pore space or at the soil surface [8,9],
which affects the effective hydraulic properties, such as porosity and permeability. These changes
at the soil surface may prevent rainwater to infiltrate the soil and can thus enhance erosion through
surface runoff [10]. In addition, the hydraulic properties of the crust also play an important role for
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remediation of salt-affected soils [11]. Depending on the type of salt that is present, salt precipitation
occurs on top or inside of the porous medium. When salt precipitates on top of the porous medium, this
is referred to as efflorescence (e.g., sodium chloride (NaCl) [12–14]). When salts precipitate inside of
the porous medium, this is called subflorescence (e.g., sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) [15,16] and magnesium
sulfate (MgSO4) [17]). In order to improve understanding of salt crust formation by evaporation, it is
important to investigate the effective hydraulic properties of salt crusts.

The general driving force of evaporation e from porous media is the difference between the
saturation vapor pressure directly above the surface pH2O

sat and the water vapor pressure of the ambient
air pH2O

amb [18,19]:
e ∝ pH2O

sat − pH2O
amb (1)

The evaporation process of pure water can be divided into two stages (S1 and S2 [19]). In stage
S1, liquid capillary flow provides water to the soil surface, where the water then can evaporate with
a relatively high evaporation rate controlled by the atmospheric demand as expressed by Equation (1).
When capillarity is not able to transport water to the surface anymore, the liquid connections start to
break off and the evaporation front moves down into the porous medium. This transition to stage S2
of evaporation is indicated by a sharp drop of the evaporation rate. A complete disconnection of the
capillary liquid supply to the surface results in a very low evaporation rate that is maintained by vapor
diffusion only.

The evaporation of saline water from porous media can be divided into three stages (SS1 to
SS3 [12]), which are only partly related to the stages for the evaporation of pure water [7,12,20,21].
At the start of SS1, the lower saturation pressure of saline water compared to pure water leads to
a lower evaporation rate, e.g., psolution

sat < pH2O
sat in Equation (1) [7,12,22]. Due to evaporation, the solute

concentration at the surface increases, which leads to a decrease in evaporation rate in the course
of stage SS1. In stage SS2, the evaporation rate is further reduced by the development of salt crusts.
In this stage, the liquid is still fully connected to the surface of the porous medium unlike during stage
S2 for evaporation of pure water [7,12]. Stage SS3 is associated with low evaporation rates, which can
be caused by dense crust formation or the disconnection of liquid supply paths to the surface [7].

A range of studies have investigated the influence of experimental and ambient conditions on the
evaporation of saline water and the associated salt crust formation. It was shown that the evaporation
of initially unsaturated NaCl solution leads to an earlier crust development for coarse sand than
for fine sand and that the appearance of the crust was more patchy in case of the fine sand [23].
It was also shown that NaCl crusts remained wet during evaporation, as indicated by fluctuations of
the surface temperature obtained from infrared thermography [24], and that variation in the initial
concentration of the NaCl solution resulted in differences in the initial evaporation rate and in crust
development [24,25]. This diverse crust development was attributed to differences in the total amount
of salt ions in solution. The higher the initial concentration, the earlier the crust starts to form and the
thicker the crust will develop. As pointed out in several studies, it is important to realize that NaCl
precipitation generates a new porous medium on top of the soil with its own hydraulic properties in
terms of porosity, water retention and permeability [24,26]. Using micro X-Ray computed tomography
(µXRCT) measurements, it was shown that NaCl crust formation begins from a limited number of
nucleation centers that precipitate at the sample surface [27]. With time, the salt crust develops out of
these centers and grows laterally and upward, eventually forming a detached dome-shaped salt crust
with limited contact to the sample surface.

Despite the wide range of studies on evaporation of saline solutions from porous media,
the hydraulic properties of salt crusts have rarely been investigated. In one of the few studies dealing
with this topic, µXRCT scans of a salt crust that developed from an initial 5 weight % NaCl solution were
used to estimate the permeability with the help of Lattice-Bolzmann simulations [28]. This resulted
in an estimated crust permeability of 3.7× 10−12 m2. In another study on salt crust permeability,
evaporation experiments were performed using sand columns initially saturated with NaCl and
MgSO4 solutions at the solubility limit [29]. The change in bulk permeability of the entire sand column
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determined before and after evaporation was used to calculate the crust permeability (4× 10−12 m2 for
NaCl and 3× 10−11 m2 for MgSO4). In this approach, it is assumed that the permeability of the sand
below the crust remains unchanged during evaporation and resaturation. However, it is possible that
resaturation of a porous sample with a liquid may lead to air entrapment and associated changes in
flow and transport properties [30]. This approach for crust permeability determination is also difficult
to extend to samples with initially unsaturated saline solutions because resaturation with a saturated
salt solution may nevertheless lead to dissolution of the crust for samples where the unsaturated
salt solution did not evaporate entirely. In case of resaturation of partly evaporated samples, the
correct fluid properties (i.e., density and viscosity) are also not known, and this additionally affects the
accuracy of the permeability determination. Therefore, an alternative approach for crust permeability
determination based on gas flow is proposed in this study.

The aim of this study is to determine the permeability of salt crusts obtained from evaporation of
unsaturated saline solutions of NaCl, MgSO4, and Na2SO4 from sand. With our novel approach using
gas flow for the permeability determination, we aim to improve the understanding of evaporation
processes in the presence of salt crusts. In the following, we first describe the details of the evaporation
experiments and the permeability determination of salt crusts. Then, the results of the evaporation
of the different saline solutions are presented and discussed. After this, the results of the crust
permeability determination are shown and the impact of the crust permeability on evaporation is
discussed for both efflorescent and subflorescent salt crusts.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Evaporation Experiments

Saturated sand columns were prepared in triplicates with solutions of NaCl, MgSO4, and Na2SO4

(see Table 1 for details). The initial concentration of each solution was set to 33% of the maximum
solubility following previous studies [24,25]. Additionally, three samples with pure water were
prepared as a reference. Custom-made sample holders made of polymethylmethacrylat (PMMA,
plexiglass) with an inner diameter of d = 31 mm, a total length of l = 140 mm, and a maximum filling
height hmax = 100 mm were used for the evaporation experiments (see Figure 1). A filter plate (P3,
Robu, Hattert, Germany, [31]) was fixed inside the sample holder with a removable plug in order to
hold the sample material in place.

Table 1. Properties of the saline solutions at 20 ◦C. The density of the solutions and the vapor pressures
are interpolated from the listed references in the last column. The vapor pressure of H2O corresponds
to fully saturated wet air.

Substance Physical Properties Solutions Prepared for Evaporation Experiments Reference

Molar mass
Maximum Initial

Initial density
Initial vapor

solubility concentration pressure

[g/mol] [mol/L] [mol/L] [g/cm3] [kPa] at 25 ◦C

NaCl 58.44 6.13 2.04 1.079 2.935 [32–34]

MgSO4 × 7 H2O 246.48 2.88 0.96 1.107 3.111 [35–37]

Na2SO4 142.04 1.41 0.47 1.058 3.111 [36,38,39]

H2O 18.01 - - 0.998 3.169 [40]

Unwashed F32 quartz sand with a mean grain diameter of 240 µm (Quarzwerke Frechen,
Frechen, Germany, [41]) was used for all evaporation experiments (see Table 2 for details on particle
size distribution). In order to prepare samples, the sample holder was first filled with saline solution (or
water). Next, 100 g of F32 quartz sand was dispersed in the liquid at once. Subsequently, tapping on the
outside of the sample holder resulted in slight consolidation of the sand and a sample height h = 80 mm
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was achieved (see Figure 1). After sample preparation, excessive solution was allowed to drain out
through an opening in the bottom plug that was closed after drainage. No liquid was supplied from
the bottom during evaporation. The air-entry pressure of the sand and the filter plate were roughly
estimated with the Young-Laplace Equation to be −300 mm and −750 mm, respectively. In the case of
the quartz sand, the average pore size of a comparable packing of glass beads was used to estimate
the air-entry pressure [42]. The maximum pore size of the filter plates (40µm) was provided by the
manufacturer [31]. As these air-entry pressures are well below the matric potential at the sample
surface after drainage to steady-state conditions (−80 mm), it is assumed that all samples were initially
fully saturated with liquid. After sample preparation, the initial height and volume of each sample
was determined by measuring the distance from the edge of the sample holder to the sample surface
at four equidistant positions along the sample holder wall. The porosity φ of each sample was then
determined from the total volume and the known weight and particle density of the sand (density
ρ = 2.65 g/cm3, [41]), and was found to be φ = 0.37 ± 0.01.

𝑑

P

Q

Crust

ℎ
𝑙

ℎmax

𝑠

Bottom
plug

O-Ring 
sealing

Filter 
plateℎ

𝑑 Sand 
packing

Bottom
plug

𝑙

O-ring 
sealing

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the gas permeameter set-up with attached crust. The sample holder consisted of
PMMA and had an inner diameter d = 31 mm, a sample holder length l = 140 mm, and a maximum
filling height hmax = 100 mm. The sample height h = 80 mm denotes the initial filling height of the
sample. After crust formation, the sand below the crust was removed and dry nitrogen was flown
through the crust with thickness s using four different flow rates controlled by the flow controller
Q. A pressure transducer P monitored the pressure difference ∆p over the crust. The red dotted line
indicates the position of the filter plate during evaporation, which was fixed with the removable bottom
plug and was removed for the gas flow measurements. (b) Photo of the sample holder filled with sand
and liquid.

In an attempt to ensure similar evaporation conditions for all samples, they were placed beneath
fans (Tristar Europe B.V., Tilburg, The Netherlands) with four samples at defined position below each
fan. Temperature and relative humidity were automatically recorded every hour using a multi-purpose
measuring device (FHAD 46-C2, ALMEMO R© D06, Ahlborn, Holzkirchen, Germany). The temperature
during evaporation was 25 ± 1 ◦C and the relative humidity varied between 20–40%. Evaporation
was determined from mass loss by measuring the mass of each sample with a scale (accuracy ±0.01 g,
EX2202, Ohaus Cooperation, Parsippany, USA) two times per day during the first five days. After this,
the mass was measured one time per day. After 13 days of evaporation, the mass was measured once
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every two days in order to ensure a mass loss greater than 0.1 g, which was the smallest amount that
could be reliably measured with the scale. Subsequent to weighing, the position of each sample was
changed randomly to avoid that one sample experienced the same ventilation conditions for a longer
period of time. The water saturation of each sample was obtained from the mass loss and the known
initial water content.

Table 2. Particle size distribution of F32 Quartz sand [41].

Particle Size [mm] Mass Fraction [%]

>0.335 5

0.250–0.355 28

0.180–0.250 49

0.125–0.180 16

0.090–0.125 2

<0.090 -

2.2. Gas Permeability Determination

The evaporation of the samples with NaCl and Na2SO4 solution was stopped when the water
saturation inside the column reached 20% after 9–17 days. In contrast, the evaporation of samples with
MgSO4 solution was stopped when 30% water saturation inside the column was reached after 60 days
of evaporation (see Section 3.1 for details). In order to separate the crust, the bottom plug, the filter
plate, and the sand below the crust were removed carefully while leaving the crust attached to the
wall inside the sample holder (see Figure 1). A similar approach was used to study the migration
of a crust along the wall of a Hele-Shaw cell [43]. Next, the mass of the removed sand and the crust
was determined. The removed sand was found to be wet throughout the whole length of the sample.
In order to determine crust thickness, the distance of the crust to the top and bottom of the sample
holder was measured with a caliper at four positions along the perimeter of the salt crust close to
the wall (see Table A1 in Appendix B). Afterwards, the bottom plug was inserted again and the
permeability of the wet crust was determined using the gas permeameter set-up described below.
After this initial permeability determination, the removed sand and the crust were dried at 60 ◦C
for 96 h. This relatively low temperature prevented morphological changes in the crystal structure
of MgSO4 × 7 H2O [44]. The measured water loss was used to determine the saturation of the sand
and the crust after evaporation. It also served as a check of the water balance, where a maximum
underestimation of 4 % compared to the initial water content was found for all samples. After drying,
the crust permeability of each sample was determined again.

The measurement set-up for gas permeability determination was based on methods for air
permeability determination for soils (Figure 1) [45]. A known gas flux of dry nitrogen gas (density
ρ = 1.162× 10−3g/cm3 and viscosity µ = 0.0176 mPas at 20 ◦C ) was introduced into the sample
holder using a flow controller (High-Tech BV, Bronkhorst, Ruurlo, Netherlands), which induced
a pressure difference across the salt crust. The upstream pressure was measured by a differential
pressure transducer. Here, two types of pressure transducers that could easily be exchanged were
used. The first type measured in the range of 0–10 mbar (accuracy ±0.01 mbar, DPS 300, BD-Sensors,
Thierstein, Germany) and the second type measured in the range from 0–1000 mbar (accuracy ±1 mbar,
DP2 Series, Ramco National Featuring Panasonic Sensors, West Des Moines, Iowa, USA). Both the
downstream outlet of the sample holder and the outlet port of the differential pressure transducer were
assumed to be at ambient pressure. The crust permeability was then determined from the pressure
difference ∆p [Pa] across the crust and the known volumetric gas flow rate Q [m3/s] using:
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k = µ
s
A

1
∆p
Q

, (2)

where k is the permeability [m2], µ is the viscosity of dry nitrogen gas [Pas], A is the cross sectional
surface area of the sample [m2], and s is the thickness of the salt crust [m] [46].

In this study, three measurement series at four flow rates (0, 100, 200, and 300 mL/min) were
performed for all salt crusts. In order to reach steady state conditions, each flow rate was applied
until no changes in pressure were observed. It was found that the measured pressure differences were
linearly related to the flow rate, as expected for laminar/Darcy flow conditions. A detailed analysis
of the flow regime inside the sample holder and the considered porous media also confirmed that
laminar/Darcy flow conditions can safely be assumed (see Appendixes A and B). Therefore, a linear
regression between pressure difference and flow rate was performed and the resulting slope was used
to calculate the crust permeability using Equation (2).

The mass loss of the sand samples prepared with pure water was also monitored and the samples
were dried at 60 ◦C . Afterwards, the permeability of the entire sample including filter plate was
determined using the gas permeability set-up, as the filter plate that kept the dried sand in position
could not be removed (see Figure 1). A series connection of flow resistances was used to calculate the
permeability of the sand only with the permeability (3.39–7.64× 10−12 m2) and thickness (3.8–4.2 mm)
of each individual filter plate obtained before the start of the experiment [29]. Here, the permeability of
the filter plates was determined using an empty sample holder with an inserted filter plate of known
thickness (see Figure A1 in Appendix A for an example).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Evaporation of Saline Solutions

Figure 2 presents the mean cumulative mass loss and the evaporation rate for the triplicate
samples saturated with pure water, NaCl, MgSO4, and Na2SO4 solution. The samples saturated with
pure water were evaporated entirely after eight days with a 1-2 day differences between the samples
(see Figure 2a). The samples with NaCl and Na2SO4 solution reached 20% water saturation after
9–17 days of evaporation. The evaporation rate of the samples with MgSO4 solution was very low
after 6 days of evaporation, and even after 60 days of evaporation the saturation was still above
20%. Therefore, the crust permeability of the MgSO4 samples was determined when 30% saturation
was reached after 60 days. This already suggests that the MgSO4 crust had a substantial effect on
the evaporation and almost sealed the surface of the porous medium in this study, which was not
reported in previous studies [29]. This finding will be further elaborated when the results of the crust
permeability determination are discussed.

The evaporation rate of all samples is shown in Figure 2b. The samples with pure water
consistently showed the highest mean initial evaporation rate of 18.3 mm/day at day 0. The mean
initial evaporation rate was 14.4 mm/day for the samples with Na2SO4 solution and 14.1 mm/day
for the samples with MgSO4 solution. The mean initial evaporation rate of the samples with NaCl
solution was the lowest with 12.1 mm/day. The order of the initial evaporation rates corresponds
qualitatively to the initial saturation pressure of the solutions (see Table 1). Table 3 shows the ratio
of the initial evaporation rate of samples with salt solution and pure water. Additionally, the vapor
pressure difference of the initial saline solutions is normalized with the vapor pressure difference of
pure water according to Equation (1). It can be seen that the ratios of the initial evaporation rates are
lower compared to the normalized vapor pressure difference estimated from the solution concentration
at the start of the experiment. This is attributed to the relatively low temporal resolution used to
determine the “initial” evaporation rate (i.e., determination of weight at the start and after 0.25 days of
evaporation). In this time period, ions already accumulated at the surface and reduced the saturation
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vapor pressure of the liquids. As the development of the concentration of the ions at the surface cannot
be determined with our experimental approach, the comparison is considered to be qualitative only.
Nevertheless, this qualitative agreement provides confidence that the method of sample preparation
and the evaporation conditions in the laboratory provide meaningful results that are consistent with
the general understanding of evaporation from porous media.
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Figure 2. Results of the evaporation experiment. The thin colored lines and the error bars illustrate
the variation of the triplicate samples. (a) Cumulative mass loss over time. The legend shows the
initial concentration of each saline solution (see Table 1). (b) Evaporation rate over time. The legend
provides the saturation pressure according to the initial concentration (see Table 1). In order to provide
a detailed visualization of the evaporation rate at the beginning of the experiments, results are shown
until day 12 only.

Table 3. Normalized ratios of the initial evaporation rates from Figure 2 and the vapor pressure
differences of the initial solutions from Table 1. The ambient vapor pressure pH2O

amb = 0.950 kPa was
determined at 25 ◦C and 30% relative humidity. According to Equation (1), this ambient vapor pressure
was subtracted from the saturation vapor pressure of the initial solutions (Table 1). The resulting vapor
pressure difference for each solution is listed in the third column of this table.

Solution
Initial

Initial
Vapor Pressure

Vapor Pressure

Evaporation Rate
Evaporation Rate

Difference
Difference

Mormalized Normalized

[mm/day] [-] [kPa] [-]

NaCl 12.1 0.66 1.985 0.89

MgSO4 × 7 H2O 14.1 0.77 2.161 0.97

Na2SO4 14.4 0.79 2.161 0.97

H2O 18.3 1 2.217 1

In the case of the samples with pure water, stage S1 evaporation occurred until day 1.5 (see
Figure 2b). After 1.5 days, the evaporation rate dropped considerably indicating that stage S2 was
reached. The slightly decreasing evaporation rate during stage S1 is attributed to the high level of the
rate (>15 mm/day). This is in agreement with previous observations, where it was also reported that
the evaporation rate during stage S1 is not necessarily constant for rates higher than 5 mm/day [19].
Similar results were also observed for unsaturated soils [47].

The evaporation rate of the saline samples decreased substantially within the first day. This is
attributed to the accumulation of ions in the top layer during evaporation of water and the resulting
decrease of the saturation pressure, which is characteristic for stage SS1 evaporation of saline solutions.
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Crust formation was visually monitored for all saline samples (Figure 3). The samples with NaCl
solution developed a white efflorescent crust on top of the sand surface within the first two days
(Figure 3d). For the samples with MgSO4 solution, almost no change of the surface was visible besides
some differences in color that were attributed to differences in saturation (Figure 3e). The crusts
of the samples with Na2SO4 solution appeared glassy with white patches on top after two days
(Figure 3f), which is consistent with observations in previous studies [48]. In combination with the
evaporation rates, these crust observations suggest that the impact of the crust on evaporation and thus
the transition to stage SS2 evaporation already occurred between day 1 and day 2 for all saline samples.

NaCl MgSO4 Na2SO4

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3. Photos of sample surface for selected samples directly after preparation, two days of
evaporation, and before crust separation for samples with NaCl solution (a,d,g), MgSO4 solution
(b,e,h), and Na2SO4 solution (c,f,i).

Shortly after the start of evaporation stage SS2, the evaporation rate of the samples with MgSO4

solution decreased below that of the samples with NaCl and Na2SO4 solution and dropped below
0.1 mm/day after six days (Figure 2b). This low evaporation rate that was similar to the one of the
samples with pure water in stage S2 suggests that stage SS3 started after six days. At that time,
only half of the initial amount of water was evaporated (≈12 mL of 23 mL). Therefore, it seems likely
that capillary liquid paths were still connected to the sample surface. At the end of the evaporation
experiment (60 days), the sand below the MgSO4 crusts was found to be wet throughout each column,
which further supports the assumption of a liquid connection to the surface. Additionally, the crusts
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themselves were wet after separation (see below). The low evaporation rate is thus attributed to the
presence of the subflorescent crust that may have caused a blocking of the capillary rise or may have
induced a reduction of capillary rise of the saturated liquid in combination with capillary effects.
A better understanding of the liquid and gas transport processes on the pore scale could provide more
insights in the complexity of salt crust formation. This should be explored in future studies.

For the samples with NaCl solution, the evaporation rate remained between 4.1 and 2.7 mm/day
from day 2 to day 3. This plateau in the evaporation rate during stage SS2 was also reported during the
formation of the efflorescent NaCl crust in previous studies [24]. The evaporation rate of the samples
with NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions fell below 1 mm/day at day 9, shortly before the crust separation for
the individual samples (see Figure 2b). As the removed sand below the crusts was wet and the crusts
themselves contained water (see below), it is likely that a liquid capillary connection to the surface was
present until the separation of the crust. Since the evaporation rate remained higher than 0.1 mm/day,
it is not clear if the samples with NaCl and Na2SO4 solution reached stage SS3 of evaporation at the
end of the experiment.

3.2. Gas Permeability of Different Salt Crusts

Exemplary results for the crust permeability determination are shown in Figure 4 for two
selected crusts. In Figure 4a, the measured pressure differences for the Na2SO4 crust were low
and relatively close to the accuracy of the pressure transducer (0.01 mbar) for the low gas flow rates.
Nevertheless, a strong linear relationship between pressure difference and gas flow rate was observed
(R2 = 0.9884). In case of the MgSO4 crust (Figure 4b), the relationship between pressure difference and
gas flow rate was also strongly linear (R2 = 0.9916). The two examples shown in Figure 4 represent
the lowest and highest measured pressure differences at the highest flow rate of 300 mL/min for all
crusts. The analysis of the measurement with the highest pressure difference using the Forchheimer
equation that accounts for gas compressibility showed an almost identical Darcy permeability (i.e., k1 =
1.00× 10−14 m2 for the Forchheimer equation and k = 1.03× 10−14 m2 for Darcy equation) [49,50]. This
indicates that gas compressibility can be neglected for the experimental conditions used in this study.
A more detailed discussion of gas compressibility and the results of the gas permeability determination
for all crusts are provided in Figure A2 and Figure A3 in Appendix B. All measurements resulted
in linear regression equations with R2 above 0.9804. This clearly indicates that the assumption of
laminar flow conditions and incompressible gas were valid for all measurements performed in this
study. The results of the crust thickness determination are listed in Table A1 in Appendix B. In the case
of NaCl crusts, the dome-shaped structures filled with air were not considered for the crust thickness
determination.

Figure 5 shows the gas permeability of the separated crusts from different salt types directly
after evaporation (Figure 5a) and after further drying (Figure 5b). It should be noted that some
additional salt precipitation likely occurred within the crust due to the oven drying, which may
have affected the obtained crust permeability. The mean permeability of the sand columns is also
provided (2.10× 10−11 m2) and serves as a reference for the permeability of the different salt crusts.
The mean permeability of the sand and both the wet (p = 0.0001) and the dry crusts (p = 0.0002) were
significantly different according to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Obviously, only the
intrinsic permeability of the salt crusts determined in the dry state can be compared to previously
reported estimates of (intrinsic) permeability obtained using liquids. The mean permeability of the
dry NaCl crusts was 4.77× 10−12 m2 in this study (Figure 5b). This value is similar to the NaCl crust
permeability found in previous studies (3.7× 10−12 m2 [28] and 4× 10−12 m2 [29]) although the initial
concentration of the evaporating solutions was different (0.89 mol/L [28], 2.04 mol/L in this study,
and 6.13 mol/L [29]). It is known that NaCl crusts build an efflorescent layer on top of the surface,
which can be considered as a new porous medium with its own transport properties. The consistency
of our results with previous studies suggests that the initial concentration of the NaCl solution affects
the intrinsic permeability of the efflorescent NaCl crusts to a minor extent. Nevertheless, the speed
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of crust formation and the appearance of the crust depend substantially on the initial concentration,
as already reported in previous studies [24,25].
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Figure 4. Pressure difference as a function of gas flow rate for two selected salt crusts ((a) Na2SO4,
(b) MgSO4). The crust thickness s and the permeability k obtained with Equation (2) are provided in
the title of each subplot.
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Figure 5. Permeability of different salt crusts determined with the gas permeameter (a) directly
after evaporation (wet state) and (b) after drying for 96 h at 60 ◦C (dry state). The category “Sand”
shows the permeability of the dry reference samples that were prepared with pure water. The data
points indicate each individual sample and the horizontal bars show the mean value of each triplicate.
The permeability in the wet state (a) represents the relative permeability for advective gas flow.
As liquid was incorporated in the pores, this permeability has to be handled with care (see text
for details).

The mean intrinsic gas permeability of the MgSO4 crusts (3.53× 10−12 m2) was similar to the mean
permeability of the NaCl crusts (4.77× 10−12 m2) (Figure 5b). This finding is not in agreement with
previously reported results, where the permeability of the MgSO4 crusts (3× 10−11 m2) was almost one
order of magnitude higher than the permeability of the NaCl crusts (4× 10−12 m2) [29]. This is at least
partly attributed to the difference in permeability of the sand used for the evaporation experiments
(5× 10−10 m2 [29] and 2.10× 10−11 m2 in this study). Clearly, the permeability of subflorescent MgSO4

crusts depends strongly on the properties of the porous medium. In addition, fully saturated salt
solutions were used and the samples were allowed to evaporate for 80 h only [29]. In this study,
the samples with MgSO4 solution were allowed to evaporate for a much longer time (60 days). This may
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have led to a denser crust despite the use of a lower initial salt concentration. Therefore, the differences
in permeability of the MgSO4 crusts may also be due to the different experimental conditions and
especially to differences in the time of evaporation. The temporal development of MgSO4 crust
permeability and the dependence on initial concentration will be investigated in more detail in
a future study.

The mean intrinsic permeability of the subflorescent Na2SO4 crusts is also reported in Figure 5b.
It was found to be 7.57× 10−12 m2, which was slightly higher than that of the MgSO4 crusts. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the permeability of a subflorescent Na2SO4 crust
was determined.

It is interesting to note the differences in crust permeability before and after drying in Figure 5.
In the case of the NaCl crusts, a considerable mass loss of 20% was observed upon drying of the
crust, but the gas permeability before and after drying was nevertheless similar (see Figure 5). It was
already reported that NaCl crusts were wet during evaporation [24]. Additionally, it was shown that
efflorescent NaCl crusts partly detach from the surface of the sample and create dome-shaped structures
with air between loosely connected “pillars” on the surface [27]. Similar structures were observed in
this study (Figure 3g). The small difference in permeability before and after drying suggests that the
remaining water in the crust was located in pore spaces that do not effectively contribute to gas flow,
which may be related to the complicated structure of NaCl crusts [27]. In contrast, the mean intrinsic
permeability of the MgSO4 crusts in the dry state (3.53× 10−12 m2) was two orders of magnitude higher
than the mean relative gas permeability in the wet state (3.52× 10−14 m2) (see Figure 5). This increase
in permeability was associated with a mass loss of 30% during drying. In the case of the Na2SO4 crusts,
the intrinsic gas permeability in the dry state (7.57× 10−12 m2) was also substantially higher than the
relative permeability in the wet state (4.30× 10−12 m2) and the associated mass loss after drying was
19%. Clearly, the remaining liquid inside the pores of these subflorescent crusts partly blocked the
pores and reduced the permeability for gas in the wet state.

The results presented above suggest that the intrinsic permeability of salt crusts formed by
evaporation of unsaturated saline solutions can be reliably determined with the proposed gas
permeameter set-up. For the given experimental conditions, it was found that the NaCl and MgSO4

crusts showed a comparable permeability in the dry state, whereas the mean gas permeability of
Na2SO4 was slightly higher. However, all crusts were found to be wet during the entire evaporation
process indicating that the intrinsic crust permeability alone is not sufficient to explain the evaporation
of the samples with salt crust formation. This is highlighted by the relatively high intrinsic permeability
of the MgSO4 crusts that was associated with a very low evaporation rate. Therefore, the relative
permeability of the crust also needs to be considered to improve understanding of evaporation
processes in the presence of salt crusts. In particular, it is of interest to investigate the location of
the evaporation front in evaporating samples with crust formation in order to determine if liquid
capillarity or gas diffusion governs water transport through the crust.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a novel approach using gas flow measurements allowed the analysis of the
permeability of separated salt crusts that formed during the evaporation of unsaturated NaCl,
MgSO4, and Na2SO4 solutions from sand columns. The intrinsic permeability of the efflorescent
NaCl crusts was found to be comparable to previously reported values. The intrinsic permeability of
the subflorescent MgSO4 crusts was lower than previously reported values, which was attributed to
the different properties of the available porous medium and to differences in the time of evaporation.
To the best of our knowledge, this was the first study that presented experimental results of the intrinsic
permeability of subflorescent Na2SO4 crusts. Overall, the results suggest that the gas permeameter
set-up allowed an easy and more accurate determination of the permeability of salt crusts from the
evaporation of initially unsaturated saline solutions from porous media. The applicability of the set-up
for samples with finer texture should be investigated in a future study.
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The impact of the intrinsic permeability of the salt crust on the evaporation differed for the three
types of salt. In the case of the efflorescent NaCl crust, the formation of a crust with a lower intrinsic
permeability than the underlying porous medium seemed to have reduced the evaporation rate, as was
also reported in previous studies [29]. The low evaporation rate of the samples with MgSO4 solution
could not be explained by the relatively high intrinsic permeability of the subflorescent MgSO4 crusts.
The similar evaporation and slightly higher crust permeability of the samples with Na2SO4 solution
compared to the samples with NaCl solution indicated a similar impact on evaporation.

The large differences in (relative) gas permeability of the subflorescent salt crusts between the wet
state and the dry state observed in this study suggest that the distribution of water in the salt crust
in unsaturated conditions may have an underestimated impact on evaporation. Thus, future studies
should also focus on unsaturated flow properties of salt crusts. In particular, the investigation of the
water retention properties of the crust may provide information on how the unsaturated conditions
inside the crust affect evaporation. Here, knowledge of the resolved pore space and the porosity
of the crust obtained from micro X-Ray computed tomography (µXRCT) could facilitate numerical
simulations of flow and evaporation on the pore scale. This would provide a basis for intrinsic and
relative permeability estimations of the crust, which could be used to improve the understanding of
the experimental results. It is also of interest to investigate the time dependency of the crust formation
and the resulting effects on the intrinsic permeability using µXRCT in order to explore the dynamic
effects on evaporation. Furthermore, it would be interesting to use µXRCT to investigate the location of
salt precipitates and their effect on the liquid-gas interaction in order to obtain a deeper understanding
of the processes that control the low evaporation in the presence of a subflorescent MgSO4 crust.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of Laminar Flow Conditions for the Gas Permeameter Set-Up

In order to evaluate flow conditions in the gas permeameter set-up, we determined the Reynolds
number using a definition proposed for experiments on packed particles in tubes

Re =
ρ u0 dp

µ
, (A1)

where dp is the mean particle diameter [m], ρ is the fluid density [g/cm3], µ is the dynamic viscosity
[Pas], and u0 is the superficial velocity of the fluid [m/s] that equals the volumetric flow rate per
area Q/A (i.e., flux density) [51]. It was shown that the representative diameter in Equation (A1)
can be applied to loosely consolidated sand as used in this study [52]. Using this definition,
non-viscous/non-Darcy flow in porous media can be expected when Re exceeds 40. The Reynolds
number for gas flow in packings of F32 quartz sand (dp = 240µm) was calculated using Equation (A1)
and the fluid properties of nitrogen at 20 ◦C (ρ = 1.162× 10−3g/cm3, µ = 0.0176 mPas). It was found
to be Re = 0.12 for the highest gas flow rate of 300 mL/min used in this study, which is substantially
lower than the threshold of Re = 40 [51,52].

Equation (A1) was also used to evaluate the flow conditions of the empty sample holder.
Here, a superficial fluid velocity of 300 mL/min, the fluid properties of gaseous nitrogen, and the
tube diameter d instead of the particle diameter dp were used [53]. The resulting Reynolds number
for the smallest tube diameter (d = 2 mm) of the gas permeameter set-up was found to be Re = 195.
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This is also well below the transition from laminar to turbulent flow inside pipes, which is known to
occur above Re = 2300 [51,53]. Test measurements with the empty sample holder using the highest
flow rate of 300 mL/min showed a pressure loss due to laminar flow resistance of only 0.02 mbar,
which was taken into account for all measurements. Overall, it was concluded that laminar/Darcy
flow conditions in the sample holder were maintained in all experimental conditions and that the use
of Equation (2) is thus justified.

The gas permeameter set-up was further tested by determining the permeability of 25 filter plates
(VitraPOR P3 (16–40µm), ROBU, Hattert, Germany, [31]) with known dimensions. The filter plates
were positioned above the bottom plug as indicated by the red line in Figure A1a. The particle diameter
was estimated to be three times the pore size, e.g., dp = 120µm. This resulted in a Reynolds number
of Re = 0.52 using Equation (A1). Three differential pressure measurements at four different flow
rates (0 mL/min, 100 mL/min, 200 mL/min, and 300 mLmin, see Figure A1b) were performed and
showed a strong linear relationship (R2 = 0.9996). This again confirms that laminar/Darcy flow
conditions can safely be assumed for the filter plates at given experimental conditions. The thickness
of each filter plate was determined with a caliper. Then, Equation (2) was applied to calculate the
permeability of every filter plate. The mean permeability of the P3 filter plates was 5.30× 10−12 m2

(3.39–7.64× 10−12 m2) and deviated only 16% from the permeability of 6.32× 10−12 m2 reported by
the manufacturer [31].
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Figure A1. (a) Sketch of the gas permeameter set-up with a fixed filter plate (thickness s = 4 mm) in
red and diameter d = 31 mm. The remaining dimensions of the sample holder are shown in Figure 1.
Dry nitrogen was flown through the sample at a fixed flow rate Q set by the flow controller Q through
filter plate. The pressure transducer P monitored the pressure difference ∆p over the filter plate.
(b) Measured differential pressure versus flow rate for a dry P3 filter plate. The slope of the linear
regression between ∆p and Q was used to obtain the permeability using Equation (2).
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Appendix B. Detailed Results for Gas Compressibility and Gas Permeability Determination

Table A1 presents the crust thickness of each sample that was determined using a caliper.
Figures A2 and A3 show the results for the gas permeability determination for all crusts in the wet state
and dry state, respectively. The analysis of the data with the highest pressure difference (i.e., middle left
diagram in Figure A2) using the Forchheimer equation that accounts for gas compressibility [49,50]
resulted in a very similar viscous permeability (k1 = 1.00× 10−14 m2) as obtained with the Darcy
equation (k = 1.03× 10−14 m2). Additionally, the analysis of the Forchheimer number Fo = ρ q

µ

[
k1
k2

]
resulted in a value smaller than 1 (Fo = 0.1) even for the highest measured pressure difference [49,52].
This clearly indicates that incompressible Darcy flow can safely be assumed for all measurements with
a pressure difference below 284 mbar (i.e., for all measurements performed in this study).
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Figure A2. Pressure difference as a function of gas flow rate for all crusts in the wet state (i.e.,
directly after evaporation). The crust thickness s and the permeability k obtained with Equation (2) are
provided in the title of each subplot.
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Figure A3. Pressure difference as a function of gas flow rate for all crusts in the dry state (i.e.,
after drying at 60 ◦C for 96 h). The crust thickness s and the permeability k obtained with Equation (2)
are provided in the title of each subplot.

Table A1. Measured crust distances from top and bottom of the sample holder and resulting thickness
for each crust. The positions of the measurements 1 to 4 were equally distributed along the perimeter of
the crust close to the wall. The crust thickness at each position was determined by subtracting the top
and bottom distance from the length of the sample holder l = 140 mm (see Figure 1). The mean crust
thickness is shown in the fourth column. The maximum deviation of the crust thickness at each position
from the mean crust thickness was 26% for the NaCl crusts, 12% for the MgSO4 crusts, and 17% for the
Na2SO4 crusts. The crust thickness of all crusts did not change during drying within the accuracy of
the caliper (±0.05 mm).

Crust Measured Measured at Position Mean Crust Thickness s

1 2 3 4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

NaCl
top 16.6 17.4 17.0 17.1

1.9bottom 120.9 120.8 121.1 121.4

thickness 2.5 1.8 1.9 1.5

NaCl
top 17.5 17.8 18.3 17.9

2.3bottom 119.8 119.6 119.9 119.9

thickness 2.7 2.6 1.8 2.2
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Table A1. Cont.

Crust Measured Measured at Position Mean Crust Thickness s

MgSO4

top 18.5 18.4 18.6 18.5
2.5bottom 118.8 119.0 118.9 119.2

thickness 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.3

MgSO4

top 18.7 18.8 18.9 18.9
2.6bottom 118.8 118.5 118.4 118.7

thickness 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.4

MgSO4

top 18.7 18.7 18.5 18.7
1.7bottom 119.5 119.4 119.9 119.8

thickness 1.8 1.9 1.6 1.5

Na2SO4

top 18.4 18.4 18.6 18.3
1.2bottom 120.2 120.5 120.3 120.4

thickness 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.3

Na2SO4

top 17.9 18.0 18.3 17.9
1.4bottom 120.5 120.7 120.5 120.5

thickness 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.6

Na2SO4

top 17.8 17.9 17.6 18.2
1.9bottom 120.1 120.4 120.3 120.0

thickness 2.1 1.7 2.1 1.8
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